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A Case Study: Observations of Behaviors & Vocalizations in a Captive Asian Elephant
(Elephas maximus) During Quarantine
In May of 2013, in accordance with the Association of Zoos and Aquariums (AZA)
mandates, a 37-year-old female Asian elephant (Elephas maximus), was relocated from Baton
Rouge, Louisiana, to the Smithsonian’s National Zoo in Washington, DC. This was done to
increase herd size and provide Bozie with an improved social environment by incorporating her
into an existing social group of three Asian elephants. Her relocation presented an opportunity to
observe, document, and analyze her behavior and vocalizations during quarantine and changes in
management style from free to protected contact.
Natural and Zoological History
Elephants are a highly social species known to develop strong attachments to both
conspecifics and caregivers. They are considered to be the only wild species that has been used
for teamwork with humans for thousands of years (Hart, 1994; Clubb & Mason, 2002). Wealthy
Egyptians acquired Asian elephants from Syria and Mesopotamia and kept them in menageries.
According to Kisling (2001a, b) housing elephants as part of royal collections continued
throughout Asian, Arab, and European history. Public zoological gardens began to evolve in the
18th and 19th centuries (Kisling, 2001a). Asian and African elephants have been housed in the
United States since 1796. The federal government opened the National Zoological Park in
Washington, DC, on April 30, 1891.
Housing for captive elephants in the 19th century was atrocious, with little understanding
or concern for animal welfare. It was the norm to keep elephants in zoos in relatively small
cages with their feet chained so they could not trample keepers or hurt each other (Groening &
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Saller, 1998). Many elephants developed foot rot (Clubb & Mason, 2002) when due to chaining
they could not escape wet surfaces. They also developed behavior problems from the frustration
of chain restraints, including stereotypies and aggression (Groening & Saller, 1998). Barless
exhibits that used moats around the enclosure became popular in the United States in 1918
(Kisling, 2001b). These, however, were often deadly for elephants that fell into the moats, broke
legs and tusks, and had to be euthanized (Groening & Saller, 1998).
Elephants were frequently housed alone. This was the norm until the late 20th century.
Even in 2006, 19% of zoos around the world still housed elephants alone or with only one other
conspecific (Rees, 2009). Such isolation lead to problems with captive breeding and resulted in
a high degree of still births as well as other behavioral problems (Groening & Saller, 1998). As
recently as 2006, elephants were still only housed in small groups of 1 to 7. Cows outnumbered
bulls by a 4 to 1 ratio, and 64% of zoos had 3 or fewer Asian elephants housed together. Most
zoos still tend to house unrelated elephants together to avoid interbreeding and promote genetic
variation (Rees, 2009). Despite recent efforts by zoos to promote welfare education, Asian
elephant breeding in captivity has never been able to sustain zoo populations without outside
supplementation (Wiese, 2000).
Concerns about elephant health in captivity have led to recommendations for strategic
changes for their management (Clubb & Mason, 2002; Rees, 2009; Harris, 2008; Association of
Zoos and Aquariums (AZA), 2012). This resulted in the AZA and other professional zoological
organizations around the world reconsidering the physical environment of their elephants and
mandating the reorganization of their elephant groups. The AZA recently decided that zoos
should not hold fewer than three females, two males, or three elephants of mixed sex. Zoos that
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do not meet this requirement are required to apply to the AZA with a plan for how they will
acquire this number of elephants or combine groups at a different zoo. After September 1, 2016,
the AZA will not grant any further extensions for this standard (AZA, 2012). The AZA (2012)
also mandated that zoos must transition from free contact to protected contact between elephants
and animal care staff by September 1st, 2016.
Behavioral Effects of Transporting and Confining Elephants
In order to reorganize zoo elephants into larger herds it is often necessary to transport
them to new locations. Following this, a quarantine process to prevent the spread of
communicable diseases is required. Specific AZA guidelines for transporting elephants, included
in the 1995 Elephant Husbandry Resource Guide (as cited in AZA, 2011), were developed in
order to maximize safety and minimize stress. Usually elephants are moved across country in a
purpose-built crate that allows them to stand but not turn. It is recommended that the crates have
tethers and not squeeze the elephant from the front or behind. Elephants should receive hay and
water throughout the transport at regular times.
Indications that transport is a stressful situation that causes significant psychological and
behavioral stress was reported in Laws, Ganswindt, Heistermann, Harris, & Sherwin (2007). In
this case study of a 23-year-old male Asian elephant 10 days before and after a day-long
transport from England to France for breeding purposes, they reported that fecal corticosteroids
increased by over 300% two days after transport; abnormal, repetitive behaviors increased by
approximately 400% up to 8 days after transport; the elephant also stopped sleeping most nights
and started sleeping up to 60% more during the day. Fanson, Lynch, Vogelnest, Miller, and
Keeley (2013) studied eight elephants and discovered that they all experienced increases in fecal
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glucocorticoid metabolites after transport but found variability in the amount of glucocorticoid
increase, depending on the individual’s psychological traits. Elephants that scored more higher
on a validated keeper questionnaire on sociability experienced smaller increases in fecal
glucocorticoids than did lower-scoring elephants. They also reported that elephants scored
higher by their keepers on the trait “inquisitive/curious” experienced larger increases in fecal
glucocorticoids than more cautious elephants.
Space, Social Context, and Behavioral Stereotypies
The AZA Standards for Elephant Management and Care (2011) recommend at least 400
square feet in stall space for each female elephant without a calf and at least 5,400 square feet for
outside enclosures. The European Association of Zoos and Aquariums (EAZA) recommends that
outdoor spaces be 400 m2 or larger for three elephants, plus 100 m2 for any additional elephants.
Data are limited, but Garai (1994) found that juvenile African elephants preferred larger-sized
enclosures during quarantine when given the choice between one that was 625 m2 and one that
was 15,000 m2.
The AZA (2011) pointed out that quality of space is equally as important as quantity of
space and suggests that an elephant’s behavior is the best measure of facility adequacy.
Behavioral freedom is enhanced by a variety of quality ground and enrichment objects. Such
should encourage an elephant to walk, turn, reach, stretch, climb, bend, dig, push, pull, and lift
objects, as well as forage, wallow, bathe, dig, and rest. Clubb and Mason (2002) reviewed
studies and concluded that large periods of time indoors was detrimental to captive elephants’
welfare.
Social isolation has also been shown to increase stereotypic patterns of behavior
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associated with stress. Kurt and Garai (2001) observed orphaned, neonate elephants, both wild
and captive born, at the Pinnawala Elephant Orphanage in Sri Lanka. They found that socially
isolated elephants performed stereotypies more frequently than those that had been integrated
into social groups. Stereotypies also occurred prior to release from restraint, before going into
the yards with other elephants, and stereotypies increased as release time approached. They also
found that socially integrated, chained elephants would stop weaving if a companion were within
trunk’s reach or when let off chains to visit with a companion. Socially isolated elephants had
the greatest frequency of stereotypic responses and did not stop weaving when released from
chains. From these observations, Kurt and Garai hypothesized that social isolation and restraint
is an important cause of stereotypic behaviors.
Free Versus Protected Contact: History, Issues and Concerns
AZA Standards for Elephant Management and Care (2011) describe two main types of
elephant management systems: free contact and protected contact. Free contact is described as:
….the direct handling of an elephant when the keeper and elephant share the same
unrestricted space. Neither the use of chains nor the posture of the elephant alters this
definition. (p. 27)

Protected contact is described as:
Handling of an elephant when the keeper and the elephant do not share the same
unrestricted space. Typically in this system the keeper has contact with the elephant
through a protective barrier of some type while the elephant is not spatially confined and
is free to leave the work area at will. This includes confined contact, where the handling
of an elephant through a protective barrier where the elephant is spatially confined, as in
an Elephant Restraint Device (ERD) [sic]. (p. 27)

Free contact management systems have been in use as long as elephants have been held
in captivity. There is a rich history of apprenticeship between generations of free-contact
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trainers. Mahouts and circus trainers first taught elephant management to zoo keepers (Priest,
1994; Keene, 1994). Keepers often enjoyed free contact, leading them to resist the move to
protected contact (Keene, 1994). Because in protected contact the animal is typically trained to
willingly comply through reward to medical and other procedures, some keepers find protected
contact training too time-consuming, making adequate care more difficult.
The main welfare concern with free contact between keeper and elephant is that aversive
methods must be employed for many animals in order to suppress aggressive behavior towards
keepers. Keepers must employ negative reinforcement and positive punishment in order to
remain safe. They often refer to the need for “dominance,” for example, by using a pointed hook
called an ankus to inflict discomfort on the elephant until it complies with the keeper’s request or
to inflict pain if the elephant comes dangerously close to the person (Priest, 1994; LaFee, 2009).
The AZA Annual Report for 1998-1999 showed that, of the 77 zoos in the United States,
44.2% used free contact, while 32.5% used protected contact; 23.3% used both systems (as cited
in Clubb & Mason, 2002). Protected contact relies on the principles of positive reinforcement,
allowing the elephant to learn husbandry behaviors without physical compulsion, including
baths, foot sanding, application of medication, and blood sampling. Developed in 1989, at the
San Diego Wild Animal Park, protected contact enabled keepers to manage large herds of
elephant bulls and cows more safely. After elephant keeper Pam Orsi died there in 1991 during
an accidental trampling, protected contact management of elephants was fully adopted. The park
invested millions of dollars to remodel their facilities and educate staff about positive
reinforcement-based training principles and elephant ethology (Priest, 1994).
It was not until 2012 that the AZA standards were revised to state that protected contact
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barriers must be in place at all institutions by September 2014, so that keepers would no longer
“share the same unrestricted space with elephants” (p. 47). In addition, the AZA standards
require that the training methods necessary to live in protected contact needed to be implemented
a year before physical barriers were in place, September 2013. These training methods are
intended to
…promote the safest environment for elephant care professionals and visitors and ensure
high quality care and management of the elephant for routine husbandry, medical
management, physical well-being and overall elephant welfare. (p.21)

Elephant Vocalizations and Greeting Behaviors
In 1973, McKay first described wild Asian elephant vocalizations and reported nine call
types: the chirp (repetitive squeaks), the trumpet (described as a high arousal vocalization), the
growl, the rumble, the roar, the “motorcycle” (a pulsing roar), the low amplitude snort, the higher
amplitude snort, and the boom. He believed that the growl, rumble, roar, and “motorcycle” all
derived from the growl; similarly, the chirp and the trumpet were a version of the squeak; and the
two types of snorts and the boom were all basically the snort. McKay theorized that
…mammals can modify certain basic sounds in a variety of ways (i.e., by changing the
amplitude, temporal patterning, or stressing of overtones), thereby producing a relatively
large repertoire of noises using a relatively small number of basic sounds. This same
pattern appears to be true for the elephant. (p.67)

McKay reported that a captive elephant produced a variation of the chirp at the National
Zoo as the elephant’s keeper entered the enclosure. He noted that in the wild, elephants that
made chirping vocalizations appeared agitated and conflicted about whether to fight or flee a
situation; however, he stated that the chirp produced by the captive elephant at the National Zoo
functioned as a greeting toward its keeper.
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Payne (1984) discovered infrasonic communication in captive Asian elephants. Nair,
Balakrishnan, Seelamantula, and Sukumar (2009) observed wild Asian elephants in southern
India on the Mudumalai Wildlife Sanctuary and identified four separate call types, based on
structural properties, which included the trumpet, chirp, roar, and rumble. Trumpets were high
in frequency and loud, clearly audible with seven or more harmonics. They occurred when
elephants encountered people, vehicles, other species, or when they were acting aggressively or
fleeing.
Roars were longer and noisier than trumpets and occurred during play; human or vehicle
encounters; aggression; or when coming upon a new group of elephants or landscape. Chirps
were fast, high-pitched noises that occurred when elephants encountered humans; vehicles; other
animals; or were separated from each other. They also occurred when an elephant watched other
elephants fight (Nair et al., 2009).
Rumbles were found to be much lower in frequency and included infrasonic sounds.
They lasted for around 5 seconds, a longer period of time than chirps, roars, or trumpets.
Rumbles also happened when elephants encountered people; vehicles; other animals; when being
gathered to move by the matriarch of the group; or when making contact with other elephants
inside and outside the herd (Nair et al., 2009).
Notably, Nair et al. (2009) states that studies of vocalizations of captive elephants,
including those by Payne, have not reported chirps or roars and concludes that this may be due to
confinement that can limit life experiences and thus opportunity for a variety of call contexts.
Only McKay (1973) reported the chirp call being produced in captivity. Nair et al. (2009)
reported adult female elephants were found to be the most vocal, producing the greatest quantity
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and range of vocalizations.
In 2012, Herler and Stoeger reported that Asian elephant calves between 6 and 27 months
at the Emmen and Cologne zoos produced vocalizations that fell into the same four call-type
categories described by Nair et al. (2009): the roar, rumble, chirp, and trumpet. Calls were
classified by their nonlinear phenomena (NLP), attributes that relate to the synchronization or
desynchronization of the vocal folds during vocal production. These effects are thought to give
calls their distinct characteristics and to indicate the caller’s level of excitement (Wilden, Herzel,
Peters & Tembrock, 1998). Researchers analyzed call types using visual inspection of
spectrograms’ NLP, frequencies, and time properties.
Herler & Stoeger (2012) found that chirps and trumpets overlapped in duration and pitch
but differed in their NLP. They both occurred frequently in contexts of play between calves.
Trumpets also occurred when calves were nearby but unable to see each other or in response to
another elephant’s vocalization. They also note that there may be a difference in contexts of
adult and calf chirps, as McKay (1973) believed that chirps occurred in response to stress and
anxiety-provoking situations, while Herler & Stoeger found them frequently during play.
De Silva (2010) recorded Asian elephant vocalizations and reported 14 different call
types consisting of 8 “single” and 5 “combination” calls, and one call type which only male
elephants produced. Single calls included trumpets, growls, rumbles, squeaks (described by
other researchers as chirps), roars, barks, squeals, and longroars. Combination calls included the
longroar-rumble, bark-rumble, roar-rumble, croak-rumble, and chirp-rumbles. Males also
produced the musth chirp-rumble. De Silva found that trumpets, roars, and barks only occurred
singly, while other vocalizations, such as growls, longroars, rumbles, and squeals, could occur
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repetitively in bouts or singly. In contrast, squeaks, bark-rumbles, roar-rumbles, chirp-rumbles,
and musth chirp-rumbles only occurred in repetitive bouts. He found that 90% of the time,
squeaks occurred in groups of three or more vocalizations, less than a second apart, and were
frequently heard when humans were present, either out of fear or excitement. De Silva also
noted that trumpets were sometimes accompanied by squeaks.
De Silva also reported that growls tended to occur in non-aggressive, social contexts or
during movement. Squeaks tended to occur during excitement or disturbance. Longroarrumbles tended to occur during movement. Longroars tended to occur during movement or
searching. Rumbles tended to occur during disturbances, non-aggressive social contexts, and
movement. Bark-rumbles tended to occur during movement. Trumpeting tended to occur during
aggressive contexts without contact (as threats).
Roar-rumbles were spread out between disturbances; non-aggressive social contexts;
movement; searching; nursing; play; mating; and unknown contexts. Roars tended to occur
during movement. Barks tended to occur during aggression with physical contact. Squeals only
occurred when elephants were fearful or excited. Croak-rumbles occurred during threat contexts,
fear, excitement, non-aggressive social contexts, movement, and searching contexts. Chirprumbles happened in non-aggressive social contexts and unknown contexts, and musth chirprumbles were produced by males in musth (De Silva, 2010).
Nair et al. (2009), like McKay (1973), termed the squeak a “chirp,” and also referred to
the chirp as containing “multiple short squeaks.” De Silva referred to bouts of squeaks, rather
than considering multiple sounds to be one vocalization. McKay (1973) never noted the squeal
as a vocalization, unlike De Silva (2010). Chirping was not seen in playful contexts by Nair et
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al. (2009) or De Silva (2010), and Nair et al. reported that juveniles did not chirp. Nair et al.
concluded that chirps were produced when elephants were upset or conflicted. Squeaks and
squeals have only been reported in Asian elephants (De Silva, 2010). Although the terminology
used to refer to call types across studies is not always consistent, there is general agreement
between studies that higher-pitched vocalizations indicate higher excitement (McKay, 1973; Nair
et al., 2009; De Silva, 2010).
Researchers have identified the plasticity and flexibility of captive elephant vocalizations
and the variety of contexts in which they are produced, within social and asocial contexts,
including the capacity for vocal imitation and vocal learning (Stoeger & Manger, 2014). Soltis,
Leighty, Wesolek, and Savage (2009) demonstrated that African elephant rumbles change
depending on the intensity of their emotions in social situations. Lower-status females produced
rumbles with higher fundamental frequencies and more fundamental frequency variation, as well
as higher amplitude and longer duration when they interacted with higher-status females. This
was in contrast to the types of rumbles they produced when they were not approached, did not
just hear another elephant vocalizing, and were not within 8 meters of another elephant. The
study concluded that this was evidence for affective signaling in elephants, similar to signaling in
other mammals.
Thus, research has supported that these abilities may have evolved from the need for
social interaction. One captive African elephant who lived with two other Asian elephants at a
zoo in Switzerland for 18 years appeared to imitate their chirping vocalizations (Poole, Tyack,
Stoeger-Horwath, & Watwood, 2005). An Asian elephant, Koshik, imitated his keeper’s
vocalizations (Stoeger, Mietchen, Oh, De Silva, Herbst, Kwon, & Fitch, 2012). This 22-year-old
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male elephant, was socially isolated from conspecifics at the age of 5, after being relocated to a
South Korean zoo at age 3, and he relied solely on human contact for social interaction. He
spontaneously began to imitate five different words used by his keeper. Other captive elephants
have created new sounds without a known social context, which are unique from other elephant
call types and use specific types of control of the elephant’s trunk and vocal apparatus for sound
production. These include squelches, croaks, creaks, and hums, and seem to be made simply for
the purpose of sound production (Stoeger & Manger, 2014).
Plotnik et al. (2014) found that captive Asian elephants who witnessed another elephant
exhibiting distressed behavior tended to make contact with that individual by touching or
vocalizing after a distressed reaction from the first elephant. The most frequent types of
vocalizations by on-looking elephants in distressed contexts were chirps, followed by trunk
bounces, trumpets, roars, and then rumbles.
The Present Study - Research Objectives
The present study was conducted to observe and document the behavior and vocalizations
of a 37-year-old Asian elephant, Bozie, post transport from the Baton Rouge, Louisiana, Zoo to
the National Zoo in Washington, DC, during a required quarantine period. Prior to her transport,
Bozie lived at the Baton Rouge Zoo and was managed under free contact with her keepers.
During the first two weeks of quarantine at the National Zoo, Bozie interacted with her original
keeper from the Baton Rouge Zoo and her new keepers at the National Zoo under free contact
management but was being transitioned from free contact to protected contact management.
During this transition, her long-time keeper from Baton Rouge departed from the National Zoo
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to return to the Baton Rouge Zoo. Therefore, there were simultaneous and multiple changes
occurring that could affect Bozie’s behavior during this period of time.
I observed and analyzed Bozie’s behavior the morning after her arrival to the National
Zoo throughout her 29-day quarantine period. Of interest was whether she exhibited differences
in behavior during her first two weeks at the National Zoo, when compared with the remaining
two weeks of quarantine after her keeper from Baton Rouge departed and Bozie interacted
exclusively with her new keepers. Before transport, she had only interacted with Marie at the
Baton Rouge Zoo. Unfortunately, I was not able to observe them in Louisiana.
During the observation period, I realized that Bozie, unlike the other elephants at the
National Zoo, frequently emitted a variety of vocalizations above 20 Hz, the limit of human
hearing, so I decided to record her vocal behavior and the contexts in which she vocalized. I
hypothesized that there would be a change in the number of her vocalizations after the departure
of her keeper from the Baton Rouge Zoo and as she moved into protected contact.
I also was able to document how Bozie behaved during the first eight days of her 29-day
quarantine period. Specifically, I hypothesized that her stress-related behaviors would decrease
over time after arriving at the National Zoo, especially when she was given access to an outside
yard space as part of the quarantine area, because the additional yard access would alleviate the
stress of social and physical confinement. Therefore, I compared Bozie’s behavior during the
first four days of quarantine, when she was inside the barn, to her behavior during the following
four days, when she was given access to the additional outdoor yard.
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Method
Subject
The study was conducted from May 23rd through June 20th, 2013, commencing just after
the relocation of Bozie, a 37-year-old Asian elephant (Elephas maximus), from the Baton Rouge
Zoo in Louisiana to the National Zoo in Washington, DC. The elephant was transported by truck
– a 28-hour trip, traveling over 1,150 miles inside a truck-crate designed for elephant transport
(Ruane, 2013).
Born in Sri Lanka, Bozie was moved to the United States to various zoos around the
country and finally brought to the Baton Rouge Zoo, where she lived with another, older female
Asian elephant for 16 years. It was reported that her companion was not friendly toward her and
could often be aggressive. When her companion died, Bozie was without contact with
conspecifics for a three-month period prior to her transport to the National Zoo (Samuels, 2013).
One of Bozie’s primary keepers from the Baton Rouge Zoo, Jenny Fortune, accompanied her on
the cross-country journey and stayed with her at the National Zoo for the first two weeks of
quarantine to help her adjust to her new environment. Jenny had been Bozie’s keeper for the last
7 years in a free contact system of elephant management at the Baton Rouge Zoo.
Facilities
During the quarantine period at the National Zoo, Bozie was housed in the elephant barn
in three large stalls (Stall 1: 24 ft. x 36 ft.; Stall 2: 26 ft. x 27 ft.; Stall 3: 26 ft. x 28 ft.) (see
Figure 1). Some of the stalls had a set of inner and outer bars, known as bollards, starting at Stall
2 and running the length of Stalls 2 and 3. The distance between the inner and outer set of
bollards is 8 ft., known as the “elephant hallway,” and a door to the hallway could be opened
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from Stall 1, allowing an elephant to traverse the hallway in front of Stalls 2, 3, 4 and 5.
Otherwise, the hallway was used for keepers to walk in when conducting protected contact
training. Elephant Stalls 1, 2, and 3 also had rubber flooring and were physically separate from
the stalls that housed the other elephants. No elephants were kept in Stall 4 during the quarantine
period, and it was not kept open for Bozie, nor was Bozie allowed access to Stall 5, although the
other elephants did take baths in Stall 5 during the quarantine period. The stalls had cement
walls with electronic doors on three sides, which allowed the keepers to control what areas an
elephant could access. All stalls were temperature controlled and ventilated.
After the first 4 days of quarantine, Bozie was restricted to the three inside stalls for
approximately 30 minutes each day for the cleaning of the other stalls or during short veterinary
and husbandry procedures, such as her bath. From the 5th day (May 27) onward, in addition to
the use of stalls 1, 2, and 3, Bozie was given the use of a large, isolated outdoor yard, which had
sand, an oversized tire, and a closed mirror affixed to a wall. This yard was 144 ft. long and 34
ft. wide at its widest point. The perimeter of the yard is approximately 3,715 ft2. Bozie was
allowed access to the yard overnight and during the daytime after the first 4 days of quarantine.
The yard resembled an imperfect half-circle that ran the length of all three of her indoor stalls
(see Figure 1).
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Figure 1. National Zoo barn and outdoor yard where Bozie was quarantined.
Proximity and Contact with Other Elephants and People
Bozie’s location in the stalls kept her physically isolated from the other three elephants
housed at the National Zoo: Shanthi, a 38-year-old female Asian elephant, Ambika, a 65-yearold female Asian elephant, and Kandula, an 11-year-old male elephant, the offspring of Shanthi.
However, during the 29-day quarantine period, Bozie had the opportunity to see the other
elephants from a distance both inside and outside for short periods of time during their baths in
Stall 5 and outdoor time. The only people who had access to the quarantine area were the
elephant keepers (including Jenny, Marie, Andrea, Tony, Becky, Jason, Matt, Debbie, and Jason)
and me. Three veterinary staff would occasionally enter the quarantine area to observe Bozie
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and give her treats, standing beside the keepers. There were also two upper-level administrative
staff and three volunteers who were potentially visible behind the railings that separated the
quarantine area.
Data Collection Procedures
Behavioral and audio recordings. Bozie’s behavior, vocalizations, and interactions
with staff inside the quarantine stalls were continuously videotaped Monday through Friday,
between approximately 6:45 am and 2:00 pm, for 23 days (May 23 – June 20, 2013). Since
keeper interactions with Bozie and schedule of keeper care varied during the quarantine period, it
was not possible to create formal data analysis sheets prior to the study. Instead, I videotaped the
elephant’s behavior and elephant-keeper interactions during observation periods each day and
took informal notes on interactions between the keepers and the elephants that occurred near or
inside the quarantine area throughout the day. Notes were also used to mark significant changes,
such as Jenny’s last day or her complete absence one day during her visit.
A Canon VIXIA HF M500 Full HD Camcorder with Power2000 – BP-727 AC/DC
rechargeable extended power batteries was used to videotape the quarantine area, as well as the
hallway. Audio recording settings were set to Auto, using the factory standard settings (Mic
Level: manual 70; Microphone Attenuator: Automatic; Auto Wind Screen: High; Built-in Mic
Frequency Response: Normal; Built-in Mic Directionality: Normal), Frequency Range: Standard
(approximately 20 Hz – 20 kHz).
A second camera was added after the first 4 days of quarantine when it became clear it
would be needed. This camera was a Canon VIXIA HF M500 Full HD Camcorder and was
placed at a 90-degree angle to the first camera. It was used to document personnel coming and
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going in and out of quarantine during observation times, as well as whether other elephants were
present in Stall 5 when Bozie vocalized. I was also able to obtain and use extra footage gathered
from the National Zoo’s Axis Camera Systems, which monitored the animals 24 hours a day for
analysis of stress-related behavior. This data did not include audio recordings.
On the fifth day of quarantine, Bozie was allowed access to the outside yard in addition
to her three quarantine stalls. However, due to quarantine procedures, it was not possible for me
to follow Bozie outside; therefore, no behavioral or vocal data in the yard was recorded during
those times. I only recorded the time Bozie entered the yard area and returned to the stalls,
unless she was still physically visible just outside the doorways.
Data Analysis Procedures
Behavior during the first 8 days of quarantine. For the first 8 days of quarantine, I
analyzed a subset of Bozie’s recorded behavior. The first 15 minutes of every hour, beginning at
7:00 am until 1:00 pm (7 samples/day), were analyzed using continuous focal animal sampling to
track Bozie’s behavior within these observation periods (Altmann, 1974). All start and stop
times of behavior were recorded in a time budget, based on the ethogram below (Table 1). The
ethogram comprises input from the elephant keeper staff at the National Zoo and behaviors listed
in the Elephant Husbandry Resource Guide (Olson, 2004). The guide categorizes certain
behaviors as being associated with boredom and anxiety, including the behaviors of
Loitering/Gate Waiting, Sway-Body, and Pace. Walking not categorized as pacing was included
instead with other behaviors, such as the categories relating to explore/play, comfort or prosocial
behaviors, because Bozie was often moving while doing these behaviors and the categories were
designed to be mutually exclusive. Periods where Bozie was outside in the yard were marked
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“Yard” and/or “Off Camera” unless she was clearly visible in the doorway.
To calculate the amount of time spent in each behavior during the 15-minute observation
periods, totals of time for every behavior in all time periods in the activity budget were totaled
for each day. To normalize the data, the time off camera was subtracted from the total recording
period of time per day and then each behavior was calculated as a percentage of the total time on
camera. I performed a Kendall’s rank correlation to assess the relationship between the
percentage of time spent inside the stalls versus the percentage of pacing and swaying behaviors
shown. I predicted there would be a positive correlation between the two variables, so a onetailed alpha was set at .05 (SPSS, Version 23.0).
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Table 1
Ethogram of Behaviors Based on the Elephant Ethogram from the Elephant Husbandry Resource
Guide (Olson, 2004)
Boredom/Anxiety:
Loitering/Gate Waiting: “Standing in an exhibit within two body lengths of the gate to the barn (or transfer yard). Must
remain near the gate for at least one minute” p.106
Sway-Body: “Move body side to side repeatedly. Usually with all four feet on the ground. May lift one forefoot at a time”
p.109
Pace: “Walks over the same path repeatedly, usually with stereotypical movements. The path that is repeated is often circular
but need not be” p.110
Explore/Play:
Carry/Manipulate Object (Not Food, Stationary or Moving): Carry object with trunk, tusk, or on body. p.113
Sniff (Stationary or Moving): Trunk extended, tip flared. Sniff toward another elephant, object or person. p.117
Locomotion:
Run: “Walk at a rapid pace (more than 10km/h-up to 40km/h). Not a true running motion because all four feet are never off
the ground at the same time.” p.110
Pro-social:
Handler Interaction (Touch/Train/Talk) (stationary or moving): “A handler is within one body length of an elephant, or the
elephant is receiving commands from the handler.” p.106
Aggression:
Banging Trunk (Ramming): “Aggressive, hard contact with head, trunk, or tusks. Usually more than one contact.” p.107
Foraging:
Eat/Graze/Browse (stationary or moving): “Eating hay, pre-cut food or browse or another elephant's dung.” p.105
Drink (stationary or moving): “Draw water into trunk and then spray it into the mouth.” p.115
Enrichment Box (stationary or moving): Shaking box with trunk, up and down, to get food out of it.
Comfort:
Rub/Scratch (stationary or moving): “Rub head or body against a wall, rock, tree or other large object.” p.107
Dust (stationary or moving): “Throwing browse, dirt, dung, hay, mud or sand on self.” p. 115
Stationary/Rest (Nothing added): “Standing still, usually with eyes closed. The trunk may be still, and the tip (the hand) may
be lying on the ground.” p.109
Lay: “Laying on one side, with no movement. Sleep/rest is used because we currently have no reliable means to distinguish
sleep from resting, or to distinguish different types of sleep.” p.108
Other:
Off Camera: Elephant not visible, because off camera.
Not Listed: Behavior not listed in ethogram.
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Elephant vocalizations: analysis of call types. The audio track recorded concurrently
with the video recordings of Bozie during the 21 days of the quarantine period were visually and
aurally reviewed and categorized into different call types. The final day of quarantine (June 21)
was not included in these vocalizations because the day’s events were so different from the rest
of the quarantine period that it could not be considered as part of any quarantine experiences.
All vocalizations produced inside the elephant barn stalls between 20-5,000 Hz, audible to the
human ear, were noted by date, video number, and hour-minute-second in Microsoft Excel. The
audio from the video files were extracted to .wav format in Audacity Sound Editor ® (Audacity
Team, 2014; Version 2.0.6). Each sound was annotated by vocalization number, date, and
minute-second in PRAAT (Boersma & Weennink, 2015; Version 5.4.21).
PRAAT was used to create spectrograms of the sound files in order to classify the
vocalizations by harmonic structure, minimum fundamental frequency, duration, and visual
inspection of spectrogram, and the calls were visually and aurally compared with spectrograms
of elephants call types from other studies and as well as audio recordings of vocalizations in
online elephant vocalization databases (Nair, 2009; De Silva, 2010; “What sounds do elephants
make?” 2014; Elephant Call Types Database, 2013). Pitch floor and ceiling variables were set to
encompass observed fundamental frequency (F0), replacing standard settings (Soltis et al., 2009).
Vocalizations that occurred when Bozie was simultaneously banging her trunk against
the wall were included, because the banging noises are obvious in the spectrograms and did not
mask the vocalizations. Unfortunately, birds in the barn were always chirping; therefore their
calls are present in many of the spectrograms and appear in the range of 3000-5000 Hz, at the top
of the spectrograms. I did not filter out the bird calls to avoid the possibility of filtering out
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upper harmonics of Bozie’s vocalizations.
Elephant vocalizations: frequency of occurrence and contextual use. Calls were
categorized according to context to determine if there were correlations or trends in call type and
context. Calls were also categorized according to type of contact, including the following:


Cued: Such as if one of the keepers said “Speak,” “Salute,” or “Are You Ready” in a short,
high-pitched voice within 1 second of when Bozie vocalized, or if Bozie was in the middle of
a training pose, such as a salute, attempting to gain reinforcement.



Spontaneous: When Bozie was not being cued by a keeper in one of the above scenarios.



Alone/No Human Interaction: No one was with Bozie, or keepers were nearby but not
interacting.



Contact: Keepers did not have to be formally training Bozie at the time, but they needed to be
physically present at these locations with their attention on Bozie. If Bozie was held in a
particular stall while the keepers were cleaning in the next stall, it was not scored as contact
unless they were at the stall doors, focusing on her.
o Free Contact: Interactions with keepers without a barrier; free contact was considered
being inside Stalls 1, 2, 3, or in the yard with Bozie without any protective barrier. If
keepers were in the outside yard and out of view, their entrances and exits were still
recorded as free contact because they would not be able to leave the area and only went
out there to spend time with Bozie. If the keepers were in the stalls walking toward
Bozie while she was in the outside yard with the door completely open, it was scored free
contact. If Bozie was in one stall and the keepers entered the next stall closest to it while
the doors were completely open, free contact was scored as soon as the keepers were
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visible in the camera frame. Keepers always had to work together in free contact for
safety reasons. There were always at least two keepers present during free contact,
although there could be more than two.
o Protected Contact: Interactions with keepers with a barrier. Protected contact was
considered being at the inner bars of Stalls 2 or 3, or closed doors to the yard of Stalls 1,
2, or 3, or at the Stall 1 fence inside the quarantine area barn. If Bozie was outside in the
yard and the keepers were at the half-way closed doors to the yard with Bozie in view, it
was scored as protected contact.


During Approach: Keepers were in the act of approaching Bozie in either free or
protected contact.



Receiving Attention: Keepers were giving her attention in either free or protected
contact (i.e., talking to her, touching her, or walking with her) if the vocalization was
cued in a training context.

Video from the second camera began the second week of filming through the rest of the
quarantine period. This allowed me to cross-reference Bozie’s vocalizations with the presence or
absence of other elephants and also whether Bozie was facing in their direction when she
vocalized.
To assess the amount of time that each elephant keeper spent with Bozie in the different
contexts, the onset, and end times of contact between Bozie and each keeper was recorded. The
names of the keepers and the type of contact listed above was recorded. Periods of time were
calculated from start and stop times and calculations totaled for free and protected contact by
keeper, by day, for further analysis with numbers and types of vocalizations.
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Spearman’s non-parametric rank correlation was performed, using the amount of time
spent with Bozie in free and protected contact each day versus the number of her vocalizations. I
predicted that more time in contact with the keepers would correlate with a higher number of
vocalizations, so a one-tailed alpha was set at .05 (SPSS, Version 23.0).
I calculated the latency between when a keeper began contact until Bozie’s first
spontaneous vocalization by recording the start time that the keeper entered free or protected
contact and then subtracting that from the time of Bozie’s next vocalization. I then was able to
classify Bozie’s spontaneous vocalizations according to 1) keeper, 2) type of contact, and 3)
latency of vocalizations.
Results
A total of 174 hours of videotape observations were recorded over 23 days (Thursday,
May, 23, 2013 - Friday, June 20, 2013). All tapes were analyzed. I recorded 107 vocalizations,
and all were analyzed.
Swaying and Pacing Behaviors During the First 8 Days of Quarantine
I analyzed video recordings collected during the first 8 days of the quarantine period: 4
days before and 4 days after Bozie was given access to the outdoor yard.
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Sway & Pace Behaviors Observed Before and After Yard Access During
the First 8 Days of Quarantine
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Sway (Normalized)

Pace (Normalized)

Figure 2. The percentage of swaying and pacing behaviors observed during 7, 15-minute periods
beginning each hour and whether access to outside yard was available. Behavior normalized as a
percentage of time on camera.
Swaying (including gate waiting) and pacing behavior began at a low rate and increased
over the first four days that Bozie was restricted to being inside the quarantine barn stalls. These
behaviors decreased after she was given access to the outdoor yard and then began to increase
again over time. Pacing behavior started high and decreased rapidly after the first day, starting
an upward trend again at day 6 (see Figure 2).
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Figure 3. Combined percentage of swaying and pacing behaviors observed during 7, 15-minute
periods beginning each hour, and whether access to outside yard was available. Behavior
normalized as a percentage of time on camera.
When pacing is combined with swaying (gate waiting included), the total amount of time
Bozie spent exhibiting behaviors within the boredom and anxiety category of the ethogram was
highest the first day after transport to the National Zoo, out of all 8 days analyzed. The
occurrence of these behaviors decreased after the first day but rose up again over the first
weekend until she was given access to the yard. The occurrence of these behaviors decreased
steadily through 5/28 but began to rise steadily again (see Figure 3).
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Sway & Pace Behavior Observed Versus Time Inside Barn During the First
8 Days of Quarantine
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Figure 4. Percentage of time spent inside the barn over the first 8 days of quarantine observed
during the 7, 15-minute daily observation periods, alongside the percentage of swaying
(including gate waiting) and pacing behaviors observed. Behavior normalized as a percentage of
time on camera.
Figure 4 shows the percentage of time Bozie spent inside the barn and in the yard and the
percentage of time she exhibited swaying, gate waiting, and pacing behaviors. Data is
normalized to account for time off camera.
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Table 2
Kendall Rank Correlation for Time in Stalls Versus Pacing and Swaying
Correlations

Kendall's tau_b

Percent Time Inside

% of Time

% of Time

Inside Barn

Pace/Sway

Correlation Coefficient
1.000

.403

Sig. (1-tailed)

.

.092

N

8

8

.403

1.000

.092

.

8

8

Percent Time Pace/Sway Correlation Coefficient

Sig. (1-tailed)
N

Since there were multiple days with the same values (i.e., the first 4 days of quarantine
were spent 100% inside the barn), Kendall’s non-parametric rank correlation (see Table 2) was
performed using the percentages of total time Bozie spent inside the quarantine barn versus the
percentages of total time spent performing pacing and swaying/gate waiting behaviors observed
during the 7, 15-minute, daily observation periods over the first 8 days of quarantine (Field,
2009). I predicted that more time spent in the stalls (with lack of access to the outside yard)
would show a positive correlation with percentage of pacing and swaying/gate waiting
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behaviors, when normalized for time off camera. There was a large effect, τΒ = .403, but it was
not significant, p (one-tailed) >.05.
Bozie’s Vocalizations: Frequency of Occurrence and Contextual Use

Number of Vocalizations

Bozie's Orientation When Vocalizing in Relation to Other Elephant Stalls
and Whether They Were Present
45
40
35
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25
20
15
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5
0

13

29
16

9

2

4

Toward

Neutral

Away

Bozie's Direction to Other Elephant Stalls While Vocalizing
Other Elephants Present

Elephants Not Present

Figure 5. Bozie’s orientation (toward, neutral, or away) in relation to the stalls where the other
elephants sometimes were and whether those elephants were present during 73 vocalizations
analyzed.
Bozie vocalized toward the direction of the other elephants’ stalls only two times out of
the entire 73 vocalizations that were analyzed with a second camera while the other elephants
were in those stalls (see Figure 5). Notably, the two vocalizations were not spontaneous but
instead cued by the keeper. Sixteen vocalizations occurred when Bozie was facing toward their
empty stalls. The other times that Bozie vocalized, she was either facing a neutral position or
facing away from the other elephants’ stalls.
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Table 3
Spearman Rank Correlation Between Time Spent with Bozie and Number of Vocalizations
Total Contact
Each Day

Correlations
Spearman's rho Total Contact Each Day

Total Number
Vocalizations

Correlation
1.000

.428*

.

.026

21

21

.428*

1.000

.026

.

21

21

Coefficient
Sig. (1-tailed)
N
Total Contact
Vocalizations

Correlation
Coefficient
Sig. (1-tailed)
N

* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (1-tailed).

I predicted that more contact with the keepers each day would show a positive correlation
with the number of vocalizations Bozie produced when in contact (free or protected) with the
keepers during quarantine. There appears to be a relationship between these two variables. A
Spearman rank correlation (see Table 3) was performed to understand whether this was the case.
There was a moderate effect, rs = .428, and it was significant, p (one-tailed) >.05.
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Rates of Bozie’s Vocalizations per Hour in Free Contact, Protected Contact
and Alone

0.18

2.48

4.91

Free Contact: 61 Vocalizations/12.42 Hours

Protected Contact: 24 Vocalizations/9.69 Hours

Alone: 22 Vocalizations/120.18 Hours

Figure 6. Rates of Bozie’s vocalizations per hour in free contact, protected contact, and when
alone during 21-days of quarantine observation. The total number of vocalizations (n=107).
A total of 107 vocalizations were recorded during the quarantine period. Figure 6 shows
that almost all of Bozie’s vocalizations occurred when keepers were present, either at or inside
the bars to her stalls, with rates of 0.18 vocalizations/hour when alone, compared with 2.48
vocalizations/hour in protected contact and 4.91 vocalizations/hour in free contact. The rate in
free contact was more than 27 times that of Bozie’s rate when alone (0.18 x 27 = 4.86), and the
rate in protected contact was more than 13 times Bozie’s rate when alone (0.18 x 13 = 2.34).
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Rates of Spontaneous Vocalizations per Hour, Categorized by Contact and
Keeper Type
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Figure 7. Rates of spontaneous vocalizations per hour, categorized by free contact, protected
contact, and total contact, broken down by individual keeper.
The rates of spontaneous vocalizations per hour by keeper in total contact were the
highest with Jenny (5.09/hour) and next highest with Marie (4.15/hour) and lower with Jason
(1.72/hour) and Debbie (1.30/hour) (see Figure 7). In protected contact, Bozie produced a rate of
4.54 spontaneous vocalizations/hour with Jenny and the next highest rate of vocalizations around
Jason (2/hour), even though Jason spent far less time with Bozie. Bozie produced a much lower
rate of 1.66 spontaneous vocalizations/hour with Marie in protected contact. Debbie did not
experience any spontaneous vocalizations in protected contact even though she trained Bozie
most frequently after Marie and Jenny. Since Bozie vocalized more in free contact than in
protected contact (see Figure 6), the results indicate that Bozie vocalized more around Jenny than
the other keepers at times when she was prone to vocalize less in general.
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Bozie's Spontaneous Vocalizations During Quarantine in
Free or Protected Contact or Alone and Presence/Absence of Jenny
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Figure 8. Total number of spontaneous vocalizations produced by Bozie, during free contact,
protected contact, or when alone, over the course of the quarantine period and whether Jenny
was present.
The highest number of spontaneous vocalizations occurred when keepers were inside the
bars of the quarantine enclosure and during the first week that Bozie was at the National Zoo
(see Figure 8). Bozie also produced more vocalizations during the first 6 days of quarantine than
over the rest of the quarantine period. With the exception of 30 seconds of protected contact and
16 minutes of free contact interaction with Debbie on 5/23, and 5.5 minutes of free contact and 7
minutes of protected contact with Andrea/Marie on 5/27, Jenny and Marie were the only two
keepers working in free or protected contact with Bozie from 5/23 – 5/28 (data not available for
weekends).
Jenny had been present at the time when Bozie was beginning the transfer from free to
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protected contact, and many of her interactions with Bozie took place inside the bars of the
enclosure and at the beginning of the quarantine period. Jenny also spent significant amounts of
time sitting at the fence near Stall 1 with Bozie, either facing her, talking to her, or blowing into
her trunk, which was considered protected contact but not formal training time. Jenny left the
National Zoo and Washington, D.C., at the end of the second full week of the quarantine period
on June 7, 2013, to return to Baton Rouge, Louisiana. Jenny’s departure from the National Zoo
was the major ending point for free contact for Bozie (June 6 was the last day of free contact).
After Jenny departed from the National Zoo, Bozie’s spontaneous vocalizations were lower in
frequency of occurrence and occurred mainly when alone.
Bozie’s vocalizations decreased steeply after the 6th day of quarantine, while Jenny was
still at the National Zoo. The production of vocalizations continued to decline for the next two
weeks and then increased slightly during the final week of quarantine. When Jenny was present,
Bozie produced spontaneous vocalizations, as well as when Bozie was in the presence of Jenny
with other keepers. Only two spontaneous vocalizations occurred during the period of time that
Jenny was at National Zoo but not present with Marie in free contact. During one of those,
Bozie was startled by Marie, while Jenny was in another part of the stall (off camera), and she
ran over right afterwards. During another, Marie was right next to Bozie’s open stall door
(considered free contact) with Jenny just outside the inner bars, cleaning, and it was not clear
what Bozie was paying attention to. In other words, it is unlikely that Bozie ever spontaneously
vocalized with any other keepers when Jenny was in DC but not present with them, including
Marie.
After Jenny departed, only two spontaneous vocalizations occurred during the quarantine
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period, with Jason alone in protected contact, and with Marie/Jason in protected contact. Besides
the vocalizations with Jason, all other spontaneous vocalizations took place when Bozie was
alone.
Table 4
Interquartile Range, Means, Medians, and Modes for Latencies between Keepers’ Approaches
and Bozie’s First Spontaneous Vocalization

Min

0

Keepers/
Contact Type
All Keepers

Q1

1

Jenny

44.1

5.5

0

Med

5.5

Marie

50.8

6.5

0

Q3

22

Debbie

53.5

53.5 N/A

23

23 N/A

Quartiles

Max

Seconds

616

Mean (secs)

Jason
Free Contact
Protected Contact

40.7

Median
Mode (secs)
(secs)
5.5
0

57.4

6

0

7.2

3.5

0

I reviewed the contexts in which Bozie spontaneously vocalized and calculated the
latency between the time when the keepers either reached the inner bars of Bozie’s enclosure in
protected contact or when the keeper initially entered Bozie’s stall in free contact. Table 4
shows that the majority (75%) of Bozie’s spontaneous vocalizations took place within 22
seconds of the onset of keeper contact. In both free and protected contact, Bozie generally began
to vocalize when the keeper initiated contact with her.
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Jenny and Marie spent more time interacting with Bozie than did the other keepers, so I
compared Bozie’s latencies in her vocal responses to them. Bozie’s latencies showed longer
means and medians for her first spontaneous vocalizations for Marie as compared to Jenny.
Jenny and Marie interacted more with Bozie, and she produced a higher rate of vocalizations
with them than other keepers. Bozie never spontaneously vocalized with Matt, Andrea, or
Becky. Notably, the mean latency in the time between the keepers’ initial approach was longer
in free contact than in protected contact.
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Bozie’s Vocalizations: Call Types
Based on a review of the existing literature and descriptions of the vocalizations of Asian
elephants (see Method section), I categorized Bozie’s vocalizations into five types of calls:
grunts, roars, trumpets, squeals, and squeaks. Roars were further categorized by whether they
had frequency modulation or not. Figure 9 shows examples of each type of call that was heard.

Grunt-like – Non-frequency Modulated

Trumpet

Squeal-like – Frequency Modulated

Squeak-like – Non-frequency Modulated

Roar – Frequency Modulated

Roar – Non-frequency Modulated

Figure 9. Call types produced by Bozie during quarantine period.
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Grunt-like call. The grunt-like call tended to sound like a quick blowing noise. This is
evident in the intensity and structure of the harmonics seen in the spectrograms. Grunts had
between 2 and 8 harmonics, but what distinguished the sound was its voiceless quality, which
sounded like the elephant expressing air through her trunk.
Trumpet call. The trumpet call had between 9 and 10 harmonics that gave it a strong
and resonant quality. There was little-to-no frequency modulation in the trumpets. The
harmonic structure looked similar to the grunting noises but was much louder and had more
harmonics.
Roar call. The roar was the most frequently produced call in the recordings. It occurred
in both frequency modulated (FM) forms and non-frequency modulated (non-FM) forms.
Frequency modulated roars had between 4 and 7 harmonics and began with narrowband
harmonics, which quickly changed to wider-band harmonics, as the sound modulated. Nonfrequency modulated roars had between 3 and 8 harmonics and began as a wideband component
followed by harmonics. Roars tended to have a screaming-like sound to them, more so than any
of the other vocalizations. The frequency modulated roar in Figure 9 shows the sound of Bozie
banging on a wall, just before the end of the spectrogram, visible as a uniform vertical darkening
from the top to the bottom of the spectrogram.
Squeal-like call. The squeal-like calls were variable in structure (see Figure 10). They
had between 2 and 5 harmonics. In analyzing the spectrograms, there some squeal-like calls
with narrowband harmonics and many squeal-like calls with wider-band harmonics. Some of
these calls sounded very similar to a frequency modulated roar but were less resonant and more
whistling in quality than the roar. In fact, what I am terming the squeal-like vocalization could
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be a less-intense version of the frequency modulated roar. The squeal-like call occurred in the
same frequency range as roars, and some squeal-like vocalizations and roars with frequency
modulation sounded like a mix of both sounds. Although these calls looked very different from
each other, they sounded more similar to each other than to any other category, so I grouped
them together. These may be much more graded, making it difficult to parse these calls into
strict categories.

Figure 10. Variety of examples of Bozie’s Squeal-like calls, some of which had qualities of
wide-band, frequency modulated roars.
Squeak-like call. Bozie’s squeak-like vocalizations had the same whistling quality as
squeals, but no frequency modulation or tremulousness. They had between 2 and 7 harmonics.
The harmonics tended to be narrower in bandwidth than those heard in the roar, more similar to
those of the trumpet and the grunt. The squeak sounded like a similar but more resonant version
of the grunt.
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Table 5
Average Minimum Fundamental Frequency, Duration, and Median Number of Harmonics by
Call Type
Call Types:
Grunt (Non FM)

Mean Min. F0
(Hz)*:
506.5 ± 32.9

Mean Duration (s)*:
1.0 ± 0.2

Median #
Harmonics:
5.5

Trumpet

111.1± 2.1

2.0 ± 0.3

9.5

Roar (FM)

422.8 ± 265.2

1.5 ± 0.8

5

Roar (Non FM)

390.4 ± 343.7

1.2 ± 0.4

4

Squeal (FM)

719.0 ± 410.8

1.1 ± 0.4

3.5

Squeak (Non FM)

517.0 ± 326.9

1.4 ± 0.6

5

*Values are ± standard deviation.

The acoustic parameters of the vocalizations produced by Bozie were pooled for calls
within each call type, and the averages were calculated for the minimum fundamental frequency
(F0), duration, and median number of harmonics (see Table 5). Grunts were the shortest duration
calls, and trumpets were the longest. Trumpets had the lowest minimum fundamental frequency,
followed by roars and grunts. Squeals and squeaks had higher minimum fundamental
frequencies than roars but still occurred in the same frequency range, because they did not have
as many harmonics as roars. Trumpets had the most harmonics, and squeals had the least. There
was a distinctive qualitative difference heard between these two sounds, the trumpet being most
resonant and the squeal being much lighter and higher sounding.
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Table 6
Vocalizations (n=107) As Categorized by Context and Call Type

Grunt

0

Alone/No
Human
Interaction
9

Trumpet

0

0

3

0

3

Roar (FM)

12

4

20

1

37

Roar (Non FM)

9

2

4

7

22

Squeal FM

5

4

16

0

25

Squeak (Non FM)

0

6

4

0

10

Totals

26

25

48

8

107

During
Approach

Receiving
Attention
from People
1

Cued

Totals

0

10

* Green-highlighted boxes indicate highest counts of frequency modulated calls. Blue-highlighted boxes
indicate highest counts of non-frequency modulated calls.

Call types were cross-referenced with categories of contexts for Bozie’s vocalizations
(see Table 6). The context analysis was done without knowledge of call types. It was interesting
to note that most squeak-like and squeal-like vocalizations and trumpets occurred during
spontaneous experiences, mostly around people. Frequency modulated vocalizations also
occurred most frequently around people.
Almost all cues given by keepers were responded to with non-frequency modulated roars
with the exception of one, which was a barely frequency-modulated roar. Many squeak-like
vocalizations and most grunts occurred while alone. The grunt that occurred around the keeper
Jenny happened when Jenny was outside the bars, and it was unclear if Bozie was aware of her.
Vocalizations that occurred most when Bozie was alone were grunts and squeak-like
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vocalizations – the softest of the vocalizations.
Non-frequency modulated and cued vocalizations. In contrast to spontaneous
vocalizations, all but one of Bozie’s vocalizations when cued were non-frequency modulated
roars. Even before conducting the analysis of the spectrograms, it was clear that cued
vocalizations always sounded similar. Twice, I observed Bozie spontaneously produce
vocalizations that were structured like cued vocalizations and accompanied by behavior that
appeared to have a history of being reinforced. Because of these accompanying behaviors, I
considered those vocalizations cued. The first instance happened on 6/5/2013 (Tape 00045,
Time 00:00:40). Jenny asked Bozie to come to her while Jenny stood at the bars of Stall 2.
Bozie approached her, raised her trunk in a salute pose, opened her mouth, and vocalized in a
manner that sounded just like the other cued vocalizations. It seems she was producing this
vocalization with the motive of receiving a piece of fruit, even when Jenny had not asked for it.
Jenny, understanding Bozie’s intent, responded by saying, “Seriously?” A slightly different
instance occurred when Bozie held up her front leg and trunk in a salute pose and produced a
short, frequency modulated roar (6/6/2013, Tape 00050, Time 00:00:30).
All other six instances of cued behavior were verbally cued by the keepers. Most of the
time they cued Bozie to “Speak,” except when the keeper on 6/11/13 (Tape 00036, Time
00:00:23) asked Bozie to “Salute.” Bozie held her trunk and left, front leg up and then started to
lower her foot, so the keeper asked for “Salute” again. Bozie strengthened the pose and
vocalized with a non-frequency modulated roar. Bozie may have learned to produce the same
types of vocalizations in training contexts, indicating that keepers had likely reinforced a specific
type of call, intentionally or inadvertently.
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Table 7
Anecdotal Observations of Behavioral, Social, and Environmental Vocalization Contexts
Context: Greeting
5/27/2013
Tape: 00000
Times:
00:14:55
00:14:57
00:15:03
5/28/2013
Tape: 00000
Time: 00:23:25

Bozie vocalizes numerous times (non-FM roar; FM roar; FM roar) just after Marie and Jenny

6/5/2013
Tape: 00030
Time: 00:00:17

Jenny comes in and asks Bozie how she’s doing for the first time that morning. Bozie

6/5/2013
Tape: 00030
Time: 00:10:13

Loud vocalization in response to Marie greeting for the first time that morning, saying, "How

enter the enclosure, and also rumbled twice. Also includes an ear spread, touching and
sniffing, and urination, as Jenny speaks to her in a gentle voice.

Bozie vocalizes and urinates when Jenny and Marie greet her for the first time that morning
(FM roar).

vocalizes right after. Bozie vocalizes just after that (non-FM roar).

you doing, Bozie?" Technically Bozie is outside but in the doorway (FM roar).

Context: Excitement/Surprise
5/24/2013
Tape: 00026
Time: 00:07:40

Bozie vocalizes and exhibits a startle response when Marie comes up behind her cleaning the

5/24/2013
Tape: 00031
Time: 00:29:45
5/24/2013
Tape: 00032
Time: 00:07:49
5/28/2013
Tape: 00000
Times:
00:24:14
00:24:15
00:24:17
00:24:19
00:24:33
00:24:42
00:24:59
5/28/2013
Tape: 00006
Time: 00:05:11

FM roar while turning toward the front of the stalls and sniffing.

stall (squeal-like vocalization).

Bozie produces a FM roar after she audibly passes gas.

Right after greeting Jenny and Marie for the first time that day, Bozie walks over to the wall
and starts to bang her trunk on it, while repeatedly vocalizing (FM roar; FM roar; FM roar;
trumpet; FM roar; trumpet; squeal-like vocalization)

Bozie exhibits a startle response to a bird while working with Marie at the bars and then gives
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a non-FM roar.
5/28/2013
Tape: 00006
Time: 00:26:42

Bozie reaches the threshold of the door to the yard from Stall 2 and stops. She will not go

6/17/2013
Tape:00002
Time: 00:24:28
6/21/2013
Tape: 00070
Times:
00:18:59
00:19:17
00:19:33

Bozie sniffs Jason and touches him when he comes to the bars (squeal-like vocalization).

through it without encouragement from the keepers (non-FM roar).

Bozie vocalizes three times while Marie is holding her cell phone up to Bozie, and Jenny (her
original keeper) is speaking. Marie is also reinforcing Bozie for staying near her. Bozie is
already excited from sniffing around the rest of the barn, which has scents of other elephants
(trumpet; trumpet; trumpet).

Frustration:
5/27/2013
Tape: 00007
Times:
00:20:18
00:20:46
00:20:51
5/27/2013
Tape: 00007
Time: 00:22:45

Produces a FM roar while banging on the doors to the stall while alone.

Marie comes into Bozie’s stall and asks her what she is worked up about after Bozie was
swaying at the gates. This vocalization (FM roar) is softer than the others where she is actually
banging on the gates.

Unknown:
5/29/2013
Tape: 00015
Time: 00:18:13

Jenny says, "Good morning, good morning, how are you?" Bozie gives the faintest trumpetsounding vocalization (grunt-like) back, without turning around.

Cued/Previously Reinforced Training-Related Vocalizations:
6/3/2013
Tape: 00012
Time: 00:27:37

Bozie cued by Marie at bars, "Speak" and did it on cue for a treat; Matt and Marie present

6/3/2013
Tape: 00012
Time: 00:27:48

Bozie cued by Matt at bars, "Speak" and did it for a treat; Matt and Marie present (non-FM

6/5/2013
Tape: 00045
Time: 00:00:40

Jenny asked Bozie to come to her; Bozie approaches her with a raised trunk in a salute pose,

(non-FM roar).

roar).

opens her mouth and vocalizes (non-FM roar). Jenny responds, incredulously, “Seriously?”
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6/6/2013
Tape: 00050
Time: 00:00:30

Bozie gives a salute pose (raises front leg and trunk) and gives an almost-non FM (but slightly

6/7/2013
Tape:00002
Time: 00:05:21

Bozie asked to speak on cue and does; does not spontaneously vocalize to Marie and Becky.

6/11/2013
Tape: 00036
Time: 00:00:23

Keeper cues Bozie to, “Salute”, and Bozie gives a lazy pose, so Debbie asks for it again, and

6/19/2013
Tape: 00036
Times:
00:07:03
00:07:06

Loud vocalization again to Debbie after she opens Gate 1 and says in a squeaky voice, "Are

FM) roar.

Jenny not present (non-FM roar).

Bozie strengthens the pose and also gives a non-FM roar.

you ready?" Jason also present. (2 non-FM roars)

Other Observations:
6/4/2013
Tape: 00019
Time: 00:07:10

Bozie does NOT vocalize when meeting a female vet staff person, although she did touch and

6/13/2013
Tape: 00069
Time: 00:04:28
6/14/2013
Tape: 00086
Time: 00:01:27

Bozie does NOT vocalize when meeting one of the vet staff at the bars to Stall 1.

6/17/2013
Tape: 00003
Time: 00:30:40
6/19/2013
Tape: 00036
Time: 00:08:40

Bozie does NOT vocalize when a vet staff person gives her treats at Stall 1 fence.

sniff.

Bozie does NOT vocalize when meeting a male vet staff member when he, Marie, and Debbie
give treats at the Stall 3 yard door.

Bozie does NOT vocalize when getting treats from two vet staff members, Debbie, and Jason
at the Stall 2 bars.

Notably, Bozie did not vocalize during several non-medical interactions with veterinary
staff in protected contact.
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Discussion
Behaviors Indicating Boredom and Anxiety During the First 8 Days of Quarantine
Behaviors indicative of boredom and anxiety were exhibited during the first 8 days of
Bozie’s quarantine. Bozie’s orginal keeper, Jenny, spent over 2.5 hours out of the 7-hour
observation period interacting with Bozie on May 23, the day after her arrival, and Bozie stopped
pacing and swaying for most of that afternoon. Bozie spent less than half as much time pacing
and swaying by the 11 am observation period that day, and that may have been due to the time
Jenny spent with her.
The effects of keeper presence on the behavior and emotional state of elephants has not
been well-studied, but Carlstead and Brown (2015) conducted a study comparing keeper
perceptions, values, and physical interactions with their elephants with physiological
measurements of the elephants in their care. They reported that keepers in both free and
protected contact who valued caring physical interactions, including rubbing, touching, and
petting were in charge of elephants with lower levels of serum cortisol. Keepers with this
attitude also seemed to talk more to their elephants, both during training situations and casual
time spent with the elephants. This study provides support for the theory that Jenny’s presence
could have had a significant impact on Bozie’s stress levels. Lower levels of pacing were
observed the next day, even though Jenny spent only about half the amount of time with Bozie as
she did the day before. The reduction in pacing may have been due to Bozie’s acclimating to a
new location, decreased stress after transport, or because of Jenny’s continued presence.
Pacing behavior was seen very soon after Bozie arrived at the National Zoo, and it
decreased after the first day. Pacing was likely related to stress after transport and relocation to a
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new zoo. Other studies have also reported that Asian elephants experienced acute increases in
stress after transport to a new location (Laws, et al., 2007; Fanson et al., 2013). Specifically,
Mason (1991b) argues that these stereotypic behaviors can develop from arousal due to stress in
the environment.
Swaying behavior, on the other hand, seemed to be a longer-term practice, rising again
after Day 6 of quarantine. Stereotypic swaying may have been related more to isolation,
boredom, or the anticipation of food or interactions with keepers or other elephants – factors
known to cause the redirection of normal behavior into repetitive versions of species-typical
behavior (Mason 1991a; Mason, 1991b; Lawrence & Terlouw, 1993).
Bozie’s repetitive behavior echoes Kurt and Garai’s (2001) study on stereotypic
behaviors in circus elephants, occurring as they were waiting to eat or perform. Bozie swayed at
the inside gates of the barn frequently where keepers would throw food. Lawrence and Terlouw
(1993) reported that sows placed on restrictive diets exhibited stereotypies that looked like
feeding behavior during the postprandial period. Bozie was placed on a restricted diet to lose
weight, and similar circumstances may have played a role in her swaying behavior at the gates.
Although not included as part of my data, it was also reported by the keepers that Bozie
swayed at the gates of the outside yard which separated her from Shanthi and Ambika, the other
two female elephants housed at the National Zoo. An electric wire barrier had been installed to
keep Bozie and the other elephants from making physical contact with each other in the outside
yard between the bars during quarantine. Bozie had lived alone for the three months prior to
being relocated to the National Zoo, but she had lived with at least one or more other elephants
during her lifetime, so the lack of social interaction and frustration at wanting to get closer to
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another elephant could explain her swaying at gates between them. The large but insignificant
correlation that more time spent in the stalls (with lack of access to the outside yard) coincided
with a higher percentage of pacing and swaying/gate waiting behaviors may be due, at least in
part, to the fact that acute sources of stress were decreasing while more chronic issues of
isolation and anticipation were building.
Pacing and swaying behaviors exhibited by Bozie during the first 8 days of her
quarantine period would be termed “maladaptive” rather than “malfunctional,” as discussed by
Garner (2005), in the sense that they arose from her social isolation and physical confinement
during quarantine, and they decreased once Bozie was given access to things she preferred, such
as the outside yard. Notably, her repetitive pacing and swaying behaviors decreased inside the
stalls after her first experience in the outdoor yard on Day 5 of quarantine, even when the data
was normalized for the increased time she spent outside. The quick decline in these behaviors
indicates that Bozie’s access to the outdoor yard may have had an effect, possibly reducing
boredom and anxiety, at least for a short period of time.
In the yard, Bozie spent much of the time digging and sleeping, as well as receiving
training with the keepers. This occurred before her full transition to protected contact. Thus, the
outdoor yard was a location where she could exhibit species-typical behaviors and some social
connection with both people and elephants. Although Bozie’s social and environmental choices
or “wants” were not formally tested during this study, the decline in her stereotypic behaviors
could be interpreted as an indicator of improved welfare. This finding supports Dawkins’ theory
(2004) that an animal’s “wants” should be considered “needs” for behavioral health.
It appears from this study that Bozie’s behaviors changed according to her environmental
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choices and that malfunctional behaviors may be much more vulnerable to change through
environmental intervention. Stereotypic and other repetitive behaviors appear to be on a
spectrum, some being modifiable via interventions, while others are more resistant to change.
According to Mason’s (1991a) view, even behaviors with less flexibility still may vary in how
fixed they can become. Attempting to intervene in small but relevant ways may help to move
“malfunctional” behavior to a more “normal” point on the behavior spectrum in a relatively
small amount of time, for example, by giving Bozie access to the yard during the quarantine
period. This is what the keepers at the National Zoo attempted to do with some success.
Bozie’s Vocalizations: Call Types
I attempted to parse the vocalizations that Bozie made into 6 different call types.
Sometimes it was difficult to tell the difference between what constituted a roar versus a squeallike vocalization, a roar versus a trumpet, or a squeak-like vocalization versus a grunt-like
vocalization, because some vocalizations had qualities of both call types. Theoretically, these
vocalizations could be graded, rather than being structurally discrete signals, as McKay (1973)
and Nair et al (2009) proposed. In many cases, I parsed calls based on acoustic similarity more
so than visual similarity, based on my visual inspection and comparison of the spectrogram of
the call to other calls. Here are some examples of why it was difficult to classify some of these
sounds.
Grunt-like calls. Elephant Voices Call Database (Elephant Call Types Database, 2013)
states that the grunt call is made when young elephant calves attempt to suckle. It says that
captive elephants stop making grunt noises after the age of 2 months, so it is possible that there is
a better term to describe these calls. Nevertheless, I could not locate any sound that was closer to
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these sounds from others’ research.
Squeal-like calls. I could not find any sound in the Elephant Voices Call Types
Database (Elephant Call Types Database, 2013) that matched the complexity and quality of this
sound which Bozie made during the quarantine period, nor any spectrogram that matched this
vocalization. For instance, I thought the squeal-like vocalization sound could potentially be a
whistle. There was no acoustic example of the call termed “whistle” in the Elephant Voices
database (Elephant Call Types Database, 2013), although it was described and reported to be
produced usually by captive elephants. Elephant Voices database describes whistles as being
created when the elephant places the trunk tip against the lower lip, and I did not see Bozie do
this. She seemed to make this type of vocalization without curling her trunk or blowing into its
tip so I doubt this call would fall under the same category as a whistle.
Another call, the squeal-like vocalizations, sounded similar to what has been reported as
the “cry” and usually as part of a larger group of vocalizations, such as rumble-cry-rumble, listed
in the Elephant Voices database (Elephant Call Types Database, 2013). However, Bozie’s
squeal-like vocalization was much longer than the cry portion of the sequences in the database.
It is possible that Bozie’s squeal developed out of a cry but was cultivated over time to last
longer because of her life experiences in captivity, perhaps imitating other sounds she heard or
responding socially to human contact.
Spectrograms of squeal-like calls from my research looked quite different from any other
spectrograms in the elephant vocalization literature. De Silva’s (2010) spectrogram of a squeal,
although still quite different, had the most closely matching qualities of frequency modulation,
duration, and some harmonic similarities to some of my squeal-like samples (see Figure 11).
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Figure 11. Spectrogram of a squeal from De Silva (2010) (left) compared with one of Bozie’s
squeal-like vocalizations (right).
Squeak-like calls. I did not find this call in the Elephant Voices database (Elephant Call
Types Database, 2013) but did find a sound termed squeak in the Elemotion database (“What
sounds do elephants make?” 2014). Spectrograms from my research looked quite different from
De Silva’s (2010) spectrogram of squeaks (see Figure 12), which were frequency modulated and
longer than Bozie’s vocalizations. However, the sound of a squeak example in the Elemotion
database sounds most similar to what I heard Bozie produce, so I termed this vocalization
squeak-like.

Figure 12. Spectrogram of squeaks from De Silva (2010) (left) compared with one of Bozie’s
squeak-like vocalizations (right).
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Trumpet and roar calls. I compared the acoustic parameters of Bozie’s trumpet and
roar vocalizations with those in the study by Nair et al. (2009). They described 258 calls from
109 free-ranging individuals. Nair et al. found that the minimum F0 (Hz) with standard errors
was 607.4 ± 24.5 for trumpets and 403.9 ± 51.3 for roars. The average call duration (s) was 0.7
± 0.1 for trumpets, and 2.0 ± 0.3 for roars. Thus, the ranges of values I got for the minimum F0
were significantly higher than Nair et al.’s findings for roars (Bozie Non-frequency modulated
roar: 390.4 ± 343.7 Hz; Bozie frequency-modulated roar: 422.8 ± 265.2 Hz) and trumpets
(Bozie: 111.1± 2.1 Hz), and the call durations were similar to Nair et al. for roars (Bozie Nonfrequency modulated roar: 1.2 ± 0.4 s; Bozie frequency-modulated roar: 1.5 ± 0.8 s) and slightly
longer for trumpets (Bozie: 2.0 ± 0.3 s). Differences in call durations could be due to additional
noise in my recordings or my much smaller sample size of recordings. Nevertheless, the average
minimum fundamental frequencies I reported for roars were similar to Nair et al.’s findings,
although ranges for standard errors and deviations were very different. This is understandable,
as I was comparing the vocalizations from one elephant with the vocalizations of 109 elephants.
The latter would have a higher degree of variability.
I also compared the durations for trumpets and roars with those in the Elephant Voices
database (Elephant Call Types Database, 2013). The trumpet duration in the Elephant Voices
database ranges between 1 and 4 seconds, and the roar ranges between 1 and 2 seconds, so
differences between durations can be accounted for when comparing Bozie’s vocalizations to the
literature.
Bozie’s Vocalizations: Observations of Call Types and Contexts
Bozie did not appear to be directing her vocalizations toward the other elephants in the
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exhibit or attempting to communicate with them directly. Rather, Bozie tended to produce most
of her vocalizations when around people and also those with whom she spent the most time.
Most of Bozie’s spontaneous vocalizations occurred in the presence of Jenny, her original
keeper. Bozie also tended to vocalize more during the first half of quarantine, when Jenny was
still present at the zoo and the keepers were still engaging in free contact interactions with Bozie.
Free contact may have made more complex social interactions with Bozie more likely and thus
may have been an important factor in Bozie’s tendency to vocalize.
Bozie’s overall rate (the combined rate including protected and free contact contexts) of
spontaneous vocalizations with Jenny was also higher (5.09/hour) than her rate of vocalization
with Marie (4.15/hour) and the other keepers. All of the keepers worked in groups of at least
two, for safety reasons, during all free contact training sessions with Bozie, so Jenny and Marie
or Debbie were often present in free contact together when Bozie vocalized, giving Jenny and
Marie the same number of vocalizations in free contact.
In protected contact, a single keeper could stand at the inner bars alone while another
keeper stood at the outer bars or in the hallway, or a keeper could stand by himself or herself at
the fence to Stall 1 and talk to Bozie or blow into her trunk. In protected contact, Jenny had a
rate of 4.54 spontaneous vocalizations/hour with Bozie, while Marie only had a rate of 1.66
spontaneous vocalizations/hour in protected contact. This indicates a contextual difference in
Bozie’s vocalizations based on who the individual keeper was, along with the fact that it is
unlikely that Bozie ever spontaneously vocalized with any other keepers when Jenny was in DC
but not present with them, including Marie (see Figure 8).
Thus, many of Bozie’s vocalizations may have served as a greeting. One of the most
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interesting results is that 75% of Bozie’s vocalizations in the presence of keepers usually
occurred within the first 22 seconds of them entering free or protected contact, and a difference
was found in the latencies of the onset of vocalizations between keepers (see Table 4). The
median time to first spontaneous vocalization with Jenny was 5.5 seconds. With Marie it was
6.5 seconds; with Jason it was 23 seconds; and with Debbie it was 53.5 seconds. Most often,
Bozie would vocalize instantaneously when she saw Jenny and Marie, when greeting them for
the first time each day in free contact after the weekend when Jenny had not been at the zoo.
This suggests that Bozie’s vocalization was related to excitement about a person’s entrance.
For instance, on 5/27/13, Bozie produced three frequency modulated roars and rumbled
twice, although rumbles were difficult to discern on the audio track of the video recordings and
so were not analyzed. Marie comments, “Oh my goodness!” perhaps because of Bozie’s large
greeting demonstration, which continues for 22 seconds and also includes an ear spread. Jenny
says hello in a soft voice during Bozie’s vocalization as they greet. At the end of the 22 seconds,
Bozie urinates.
All of these behaviors are listed under the category “Intense Greeting Ceremony” usually
seen between elephants and described in the Elephant Husbandry Resource Guide (Olson et al.,
2004, p.106). Bozie also vocalized and urinated the following day during her first greeting of the
morning by Jenny and Marie on 5/28/13. During this interaction, Bozie then walked to the wall
and began to bang her trunk against it repeatedly, while loudly producing four frequency
modulated roars, a trumpet, and squeal-like vocalizations and then gradually stopped.
Bozie also showed a relatively high rate of spontaneous vocalizations with another
keeper, Jason. All of Bozie’s vocalizations with Jason occurred in protected contact, but it is
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important to note that he was never with her in free contact. Bozie may have been interested in
Jason’s scent. With Jason and the other keepers, Bozie would often put her trunk up to the bars
to allow them to exhale into her trunk and she could smell their scent. Bozie would sniff Jason
frequently when he was with her. He was the largest and most muscular of the keepers and may
have perhaps had higher testosterone levels than the other keepers. Jenny reported that Bozie
had a favorite male keeper at the Baton Rouge Zoo, who did not train her most often but to
whom she would respond when she would not respond to anyone else. It is possible that she had
a preference for males or that Jason reminded her of that keeper. However, after the quarantine
period was over, I was informed that Bozie had swatted at Jason with her trunk, her first
aggressive response to someone at the National Zoo, so perhaps she saw him as interesting but
also challenging.
The amount vocalization by Bozie was different in free and protected contact:
vocalization rates were much lower during protected contact. Although the rate of vocalization
was higher in free contact than protected contact, the mean latency from when keepers began
contact until Bozie first vocalized was longer in free contact than in protected contact. This
could be explained by the fact that there were a wider variety of other intervening behaviors in
free contact, such as sniffing, getting physically closer, and touching, which could have resulted
in delayed vocalization.
Perhaps one reason Bozie made fewer vocalizations is that when keepers were at the bars
of the enclosure in protected contact, they were not in Bozie’s space, so her social interactions
with people may have become less complex as she worked with them in protected contact. As
Bozie moved from free to protected contact, she no longer interacted with her keepers inside the
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bars, and they no longer used their body movements and free-contact instruments to
communicate with her through the use of negative reinforcement. Also, I did not record Bozie
vocalizing when veterinary staff approached her in the presence of the keepers in protected
contact. I recorded five occasions in which she did not vocalize with veterinary staff members
(see Table 7).
Frequency modulation, resonance, and excitement. There were overlaps between
vocalizations and contexts, but Bozie’s more resonant/louder vocalizations generally occurred at
times of higher excitement or frustration, including when people approached her. Frequency
modulated and to a lesser degree non-frequency modulated roars and trumpets occurred during
greetings (as people approached or just after), or when she was banging her trunk against the
wall after people had entered her stall. Herler and Stoeger (2012), Nair et al. (2009), and McKay
(1973) also found elephants using roars when encountering people, and Nair et al. (2009) also
found that trumpets occurred around people.
One of the most interesting examples of vocalizations produced in the context of
excitement was the day after the quarantine period officially ended (6/21/2013), when Bozie
began to explore the rest of the barn. Marie called Jenny on the phone so that Bozie could hear
her voice. Marie said to Jenny, “I think she just heard you; she’s staring right at the phone.
Want to talk to her?” Bozie then vocalized (see Table 7). As Jenny talked on the phone to Bozie,
Bozie vocalized again while standing right next to the phone. Marie also treated her for staying
close, a factor that may blur the context but also happened every other day when Bozie did not
vocalize. The same type of vocalization happened again a few seconds later while Jenny was
speaking audibly from the phone. These vocalizations occurred when Bozie was extremely
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excited, as she had been let into Stalls 4 and 5 to explore the areas where the other elephants had
been and where the keepers had left resident elephant feces for her to smell, to prepare her for a
formal introduction. Jenny’s voice might also have contributed to her excited vocalizations.
Three out of four frequency modulated roars, which occurred while Bozie was alone or
not receiving attention, happened while she was excited by smells, surprised, or frustrated (see
Table 7). Bozie gave a frequency modulated roar while turning toward the front of the stalls and
sniffing (5/24/2016), and a second occurred when she was in the stalls and banging on the doors
out of seeming frustration on 5/27/2016. She also produced a frequency modulated roar just
after she audibly passed gas in Stall 3, on 5/24/2013, which might have surprised and excited
her.
Frequency modulated squeal-like vocalizations often happened when Bozie was startled,
surprised, or frustrated and people were also present talking to her or touching her. For instance,
on 5/27/2013, when Bozie was in Stall 3 and Jenny and Marie came into her stall after confining
her to clean, Bozie seemed frustrated from the confinement: She was facing the Stall 3 doors
and banging on them. A few seconds later Marie asked her what she was worked up about after
she had been swaying at the gates. That vocalization was softer, and her behavior corresponded
and seemed calmer than during the first two instances.
On 5/28/13, Bozie exhibited a startle response to a bird and vocalized while working with
Marie at the bars: She was touching the target stick and jumped away while whipping around at
the same time. Similarly, Bozie vocalized when she reached the threshold of the Stall 2 door to
the outside yard on 5/28/13 and did not go forward without encouragement from Marie and
Jenny, who walked outside with her. I observed an interaction on 5/24/2013, when the keeper
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Marie startled Bozie as Marie approached her while cleaning. Bozie jumped back and swung her
trunk around but produced a very soft, squeal-like vocalization.
A few seconds later, while Marie was calming Bozie and “apologizing” to her, Jenny
approached them, and Bozie gave a much louder frequency modulated roar. Producing a squeal
or chirp in the context of being startled is well-documented in the studies of wild-elephant
vocalization contexts (McKay, 1973; Nair et al., 2009; De Silva, 2010), and Bozie’s louder roar
corresponds to the other instances I described of louder frequency modulated vocalizations when
greeting people. Figure 13 provides a side-by-side comparison of these two situations, which
happened one after the other.

Figure 13. Comparison of spectrograms of squeal-like vocalization when Bozie was startled,
with frequency modulated roar, which happened 6 seconds later, as Jenny approached.
These experiences suggest that frequency modulation may communicate emotion during
spontaneous interactions around people, similar to Soltis et al. (2009), who found that African
elephant rumbles change depending on the emotional intensity of social interactions.
Vocalizations while alone. In contrast, grunt-like and squeak-like vocalizations, which
were soft and non-frequency modulated, occurred more frequently when Bozie was alone or not
receiving attention from people. These types of vocalizations increased during the second half of
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the quarantine period, after Bozie was in protected contact and Jenny had left the National Zoo.
It is worth questioning whether Bozie’s squeak and grunt-like vocalizations may have at least
partially been imitations of inanimate objects moving around her, as they seemed similar to
sounds that different objects made when they dragged along the floor in the elephant barn, except
that her vocalizations were more resonant. Thus, these types of calls might be a form of vocal
imitation, created to occupy Bozie while alone. They could be similar to the squelching,
croaking, creaking, and humming sounds that Stoeger and Manger (2014) recorded in other
captive elephants, which were not used in social contexts and seemed to be invented.
Limitations and Further Research Directions
There were a number of uncontrolled circumstances that prevented the complete isolation
of variables in this study. These included moving from free to protected contact and the
departure of a known keeper, both happening within two weeks after transport to a new location.
Thus, it was difficult to test and isolate one main factor that may have caused Bozie’s change in
vocalizations or behavior.
Additionally, the second camera was added after the first 4 days of quarantine, on May
27, 2013, because it was not clear ahead of time that it would be necessary. This limited my
ability to rule out whether Bozie directed any of her vocalizations toward other elephants in the
stalls nearby during the first week. However, the data from the second camera provides evidence
that her vocalizations were not directed toward other elephants. Neither did Bozie did seem to
respond, visibly, to people entering and exiting the quarantine area. Instead, her vocalizations
tended only to occur when people interacted with her in free and protected contact, and her body
language only indicated interest a few times, when keepers came in to cut up food outside the
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Stall 1 fence, while inside the quarantine area.
Regarding audio analysis, recordings were not optimal: I was not able to record Bozie’s
entire frequency range, since I did not know ahead of the observation period that she would
vocalize in the manner and to the degree that she did. There was often a poor signal-to-noise
ratio due to birds chirping in the barn, other people talking, and the use of electronic doors and
other machinery in the elephant barn. For these reasons, determining minimum fundamental
frequency was difficult because of extraneous noises that may have shown up as much lower
frequencies in the spectrogram than the real fundamental frequency of Bozie’s vocalizations.
This could explain why my minimum fundamental frequency numbers for vocalizations tended
to have wider variation than have other studies.
Further research could focus on recording baseline behavior and vocalizations, to
compare changes in stereotypy and vocalizations in post transport conditions. Additionally, it
would be helpful to gather physiological measures (as in other studies) to support findings about
stress-related behaviors. Finally, longitudinal studies tracking elephant behavior and
vocalizations as individuals are integrated into another social group would be an interesting next
step in understanding how variation in captive elephant vocalizations evolves.
It is necessary to balance concerns regarding the behavioral welfare of one animal with
the physical welfare of the herd when animals are held in captivity, justifying the need for a
quarantine period at the zoo. Hopefully, this study shows how important the quality of the
environment can be, even when physical territory is limited by medical and safety constraints. I
hope that it also demonstrates the impact that social and physical contact with people can have
on a captive elephant, even when the period of quarantine is temporary. It is evident that there is
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a strong need for social connection in the Asian elephant species, and this study provides
evidence for how that need can manifest and change, depending on the choices made in captive
management strategies.
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